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Let lJf = (X, ) Yi), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, be a random sample from a bivariate 
normal distribution with mean p = (rz, pll) and covariance matrix $. Let X, , 
i = n + 1 ,..., N represent additional independent observations on the X 
population. Consider the hypothesis testing problem Ha : p = 0 vs. H, : p # 0. 
We prove that Hotelling’s T2 test, which uses (Xi, YJ, i = 1, 2,..., n (and 
discards Xi, z = n + l,..., N) is an admissible test. In addition, and from a 
practical point of view, the proof will enable us to identify the region of the 
parameter space where the Ta-test cannot be beaten. A similar result is also 
proved for the problem of testing p% - pV x 0. A Bayes test and other com- 
petitors which are similar tests are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let lJi = (Xi , YJ, i = 1, 2 ,..., 71, n > 2, be a random sample from a 
bivariate normal distribution with mean p = (pl: , pI) and covariance matrix 
Let Xi, i = 72 + I,..., N, represent additional independent observations on 
the X population. Consider the hypothesis testing problem Hs: p = 0 vs. 
H,: p # 0. We prove that Hotelling’s T2 test, which just uses (X, , Y,), 
i = I, 2,..., n is an admissible test. In other words the test that discards X;. , 
i = n + I,..., N is admissible. In addition, and from a practical point of view, 
the proof will enable us to pinpoint the region of the parameter space where the 
T2 test cannot be beaten. The above, surprising result, is not taken to be a 
recommendation for this test. However, it does highlight the problem of coming 
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up with a meaningful competitor and indicates where such a competitor can 
hope to be an improvement. 
In Section 3 of this note we discuss some classes of competitors. The result 
generalizes to the p variate case and to the case where there are missing X values 
as well as missing Y values. Also for testing H,,: p. - pV = 0 vs H,: pz - py # 0, 
the paired t test which discards Xi , i = n + I,..., N, is proven to be admissible. 
This latter test and latter problem have been studied numerically by Lin and 
Stivers [6]. The proof of the main result relies on a theorem of Stein [7]. 
The model in this paper has been studied from an estimation point of view 
by several people, for example, Anderson [I], Giguere and Styan [3], and 
Dempster et al. [2]. Other references appear in these papers. As far as the author 
knows, this work represents the first attempt at some theoretical work on 
hypothesis testing. 
In the next section we prove the admissibility result and in the final section 
we offer some competitors and discussion, including comments about Bayes 
tests. 
2. ADMISSIBILITY OF ~2 
The model was given in Section 1. Observe that 2 = (2, , 2, , 2, , 2, , 
2, , 2, , 2,) is a sufficient statistic where 2, = CL, Xi, 2, = xy=“=, Yi , 
Z, = x:i”=, XiYi , 2, = z,b, Xi2, Z, = C;=, Yt, Z, = Cfn+, Xi, and Z, = 
~~~,+, Xiz. The joint d ensity of the sufficient statistic is multivariate exponential 
family with respect to CL, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, and with natural parameters t = (fl , & , & , 5, , f, , & , [,), where 
61 = [l/(1 - P2Nh4%?“) - b%+wA 52 = P/V - P2>1K&-%“) - bdJ~~~)1’ 
& = [f4%%/,(l - P2)1, t* = [-1/2%2t1 - P2)1, e.5 = [-w7,V - P% 
5, = p&z2, 5, = --l/20,2. (See, for example, [5, p. 1971, which is appropriate 
for (Z, , Z2, -G ,4,-U> N ow let 3 be the sample space, 5’ be the adjoint 
space, 0 be a subset of 2”’ such that for each 6 E 0, j eCz &(.z) < 03 and 
and 
25,5.l = X2& + (5, - 4l3> 53 ’ (2-2) 
Also let 0, = (4 E 8: 5 = (0, 0, p/uxuy(l - p2), -l/2uc2( 1 - p2), --1/2~,~(1 -pa), 
0, -1/2~,~)}. We now paraphrase Stein’s theorem as 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Z be distributed as multivariate exponential family. Let A be 
a closed convex subset of %” such that for every [ E %“’ and real C for which 
(z: 5~ > C) n A = 0 (the empty set) (2.3) 
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there exists w E @ = (f: j’ et2 dp(z) < co}, such that there exists arbitrarily large 
h for which w + Af E 0 - 0, . Then the test q+, , dejined by 
%(4 = 0 if zEil 
=1 if z$A 
(2.4) 
is admissible for testing f  E 0, vs f  E 0 - 0, _ 
Proof. See [7, p. 6171. 
Now let u = zy=, U&z, S = ~~=, ( Ui - 0)’ ( Ui - u)/(n - l), 
and T2 = noS-lp. Consider the test which rejects if T2 > $ , (2.5) 
where K, is the OL percent critical value for a test of size LX. We prove 
THEOREM 2.1. For testing H,: p = 0 vs H,: p # 0, the T2 test giwen in (2.5) 
is admissible. 
Proof. Note that the test in (2.5) is equivalent to rejecting if 
where 
(4 7 22) v-v, , -w > c, (2.6) 
v = (g$). 
3 5 
Furthermore, using [7, p. 6201, it can be verified that the acceptance region 
for the test in (2.6) is equivalent to the intersection of all half spaces of the form 
and 
{z: --&[‘jl’z, + Q2z, + 211’&] < 0, (2.8) 
where (Q , 71~) ranges over the set of all two-dimensional vectors different 
from 0. Thus those 4 such that the half spaces (Z: ,$Z > C} n A = a, are of 
the form 
(fl, fz , 5, 9 f,  > 6 1 0, 0) = (71, rlz - 71172 1 -1712/2, --1722/2,O, 0). (2.9) 
To prove the admissibility of the T2 test we must find, for each such 6, an 
w E & such that w + Xf 1’ res in the alternative space for arbitrarily large A. We 
may write w + hf = (q + Afl , wz + hf2 , w3 + hf3 , w4 + hf4, w5 + hfs , 
ws , w,). We must choose w so that w + hf satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). Note that 
(2. I) and (2.2) become 
awl + ‘\f,)(% + hf5) = 2(% + Af5) W6 + (UP + ~f,)(W, + hf3) (2.10) 
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and 
qw, -I- M,)(wl + x4) = qw, + @2) w7 + (Wl - W6 + @l&J, + 4. (2.11) 
Choose wi = wi’li , i = 1, 2, 3,4, 5, wa’ = wa’ = wg’ and use (2.9) so that (2.10) 
and (2.11) become 
3il(%’ - w2’) = we (2.12) 
and 
~~I~(WI’ - %I’) = 2% + w6171 . (2.13) 
Choose ~2’ = 1 and use (2.12) in (2.13) so that we must have -(q12/2)[w,’ + 
WP’ - 21 = w7. In order that w E o”, we must have w, negative. Hence choose 
w1 = wp = 2. Thus we have chosen w E @ so that w +k$~@- 0, for 
arbitrarily large h, and have completed the proof of the theorem. 
The fact that w + Xf lies in the alternative space for arbitrarily large h in 
the above proof means that for large I\, these parameter values are the ones for 
which the T2 test cannot be improved on. From the definitions of (I, , f2 , & , 
5,) 6,) and the fact that the alternatives for which T2 cannot be improved 
upon tend to (co, co, 00, cc, 00, we, ’ w7) m terms of the natural parameters we 
see that this entails 1 p 1 -+ 1 and uy2 -+ 0. The requirement that uy2 + 0, 
follows from the fact that fa + co, which need not be the case if only / p / --f 1. 
Intuitively the above requirement can be interpreted as follows: If / p / -+ 1 
and uy2 -+ 0, the additional observations on the X’s cannot be of help in testing 
pz = pz, = 0. All the useful information for this problem, in this case, is con- 
tained in the pairs (Xi , Yi) which under the constraint pin down both p2: and t+, . 
Next let Wi = Xi - Yi , i = 1,2 ,..., 12, w = (2, - Z2)/n, 
(n - 1) s,a = C%, (W, - w)2. Let Tl = n112W/s, , and 
consider the test which rejects if 1 Tl 1 > h, . (2.14) 
We prove 
THEOREM 2.2. For testing H,,: pLz - p2/ = 0 vs HI: p3: - pu # 0, the test 
given in (2.14) is admissible. 
Proof. Note that the test in (2.14) is equivalent to rejecting if 
((4 - -Q2/[Z4 + 4 - 2-m I=- c. (2.15) 
Furthermore, the acceptance region for the test in (2.15) is equivalent to the 
intersection of all half spaces of the form 
and 
{z:~zl - $2 - [712/21[4 + 42 - 241 < cm (2.16) 
{z: -[712/21 < 01, (2.17) 
6831713-7 
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where 7 is a real number, 7 f  0. Now we may proceed exactly as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, using (2.16) instead of (2.7) throughout, to complete the proof 
of the theorem. 
Lin and Stivers [6] have studied the problem of the difference of means for 
this model. They compare the size and power functions of the Tr test given in 
(2.14), with three other tests. Some of their numerical work is interesting in 
the sense that the Tl test is the best among the four tests studied for large 
values of / p :. Our results are completely consistent with their numerical 
computations. 
3. OTHER TESTS AND DISCUSSION 
Let us return to the bivariate problem. Although we have proven that the 
T2 test which discards the additional X observations is admissible, we could not 
actually recommend this test in many situations. In fact most statisticians 
should and would shudder at the thought of discarding data points which 
apparently have some relevance. Nevertheless one cannot deny, that if a priori, 
one felt that 1 p j was large and or, was small, that discarding the extra X observa- 
tions is the right thing to do. However, without such a priori knowledge, which 
is the more frequent case, we must be able to suggest meaningful competitors 
to the T2 test and study their properties (in particular, size and power). Such 
a program, as we shall see, is not so easy. 
One intuitive test statistic can be formed by estimating the missing Y values, 
by say, maximum likelihood estimation (see [l]) or simply by Z&z, and then 
forming a TVike statistic, treating these estimated values as if they were Y, , 
i = n + I,..., N. The difficulty with using such statistics, or the variants of 
these, is in distribution theory. In fact none of these tests is likely to be similar, 
so the determination of a critical value would be extremely difficult. Further- 
more, OL the size of such a test would have to be the supremum of a size function. 
In such cases, the size function would be much smaller than desired for many 
parameter points in the null space. This invariably leads to decreased power for 
many alternative points. 
One can derive a Bayes test using the method and priors given by Kiefer 
and Schwartz [4, p. 7561. That is, let the prior distribution n1 and n,, assign all 
their measure to parameters for which z-r = I + 7’~ for some (1 x 2) 7. 
Also under Hr all measure is assigned to p’s of the form p = 72. The ni’s are 
given by 
d?T,(l))/d7) = / z + $7 j--ni* . (1 + $-(J+)‘2, 
(3.1) 
d7rl(~) 'd7j = 1 z + 1'7 j-n '"(I + Q )- - ’ (N n”zetr(~*‘~*C)/2etr(7$‘~~[l $77r*])/2, 








an (n x 2) matrix, and 
71 
71 
71* = : , iI 71 
an ((A’ - n) x 1) vector. The resulting Bayes test says to reject if 
(21+ i xi 7 22) A-l (z1+ isg+l xi ) z*)’ > K, (3.2) 
i=?%fl 
where K is a constant, and 
The test statistic on the left-hand side is similar to the form of Hotelling’s T2 
given in (2.6). In fact if (N - n) were zero the statistics would be identical. 
The test in (3.2) cannot be recommended, however. It is not similar and there- 
fore it is subject to the criticisms already mentioned. Furthermore the test 
in (3.2) treats, in a sense, the situation as if Y,+r ,..., Y,v were 0. This is 
intuitively undesirable. 
There are many tests, and similar tests, which can be formed, studied, and 
possibly offered as competitors to T 2. Such would be tests based on T* and 
One such family of tests would be to reject if T2 > C(n, a) and t:-r > C(m, 0~). 
One could determine C(n, a) and C( m, a) from tables of the F distribution in 
such a way as to ensure a given size for all points in the null space. There are 
some options in choosing C(m, a) and C(n, LX). For example, if the overall size 
is 0.01, then C(n, a) can be chosen as if the T* test has size 0.1 and C(m, a) 
can be chosen as if the t2 test has size 0.1. Such a selection, though, might not 
be appealing, particularly if m were small relative to n. In such a case one would 
probably choose C(m, 01) to be quite small. 
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Another family of similar tests can be described as follows: Reject if 
T2 > C(n, 01, t,,,-J, where C is determined conditionally on t,,,-, . The condi- 
tional size functions would have to be averaged out to be 0~. 
Whereas many of the above similar tests will have greater power than the T2 
for large portions of the parameter space, there will also be large portions of 
the parameter space for which the T2 test will have greater power. It is hoped 
that this study will encourage further comparisons of test procedures. 
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